diagnosis
Definitive diagnosis is made by endoscopic guided biopsy of the primary nasopharyngeal tumour. The histological type should be classified according to World Health Organization classification. Since the first disease sign in patients is often the appearance of neck nodes it is not infrequent that patients undergo neck biopsy and or neck nodal dissection. This procedure is not recommended since it may reduce cure probability and have an impact on late treatment sequelae.
staging and risk assessment
NPC is clinically staged according to the International Union Against Cancer (UICC) and American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system ( . RT is targeted to the primary tumour and adjacent regions considered at risk of microscopic spread from the tumour, and to both sides of the neck (levels Ib-V, and retropharyngeal nodes). For patients with lower neck nodes, the supraclavicular fossa should be included as well. Elective nodal irradiation is recommended for N0 stage disease. The consensus is that a total dose of 70 Gy is needed for eradication of gross tumour and either 50-60 Gy or 46-60 Gy for elective treatment of potential risk sites. To minimize the risk of late toxicity (particularly to adjacent neurological structures), fractional dose >2 Gy per daily fraction and excessive acceleration with multiple fractions >1.9 Gy/fraction should be avoided [ . This provides a benefit in term of overall survival and both on locoregional and distant control. Even though adjuvant chemotherapy on its own has not been documented to confer survival advantage, adjuvant cisplatin and fluorouracil combined with concurrent cisplatin-RT may be beneficial. Cisplatinum-based induction chemotherapy has been shown to improve disease-free survival and may be considered in locally advanced disease although it is not seen as standard treatment [II, B] . In no case should induction chemotherapy negatively affect the optimal administration of concomitant chemoradiation.
follow-up
MRI should be used to evaluate the response to RT or chemoradiotherapy. Follow-up for patients includes periodic examination of the nasopharynx and neck, cranial nerve function and evaluation of systemic complaints to identify distant metastasis. For T3 and T4 tumours, MRI might be used on a 6-to 12-month basis to evaluate the nasopharynx and the base of the skull at least for the first few years after treatment. Evaluation of thyroid function in patients with irradiation to the neck is recommended at 1, 2 and 5 years. In metastatic NPC, palliative chemotherapy should be considered for patients with adequate performance status. Platinum combination regimens are commonly used as firstline therapy since cisplatin represents the most effective drug. Other active agents include paclitaxel, docetaxel, gemcitabine, capecitabine, irinotecan, vinorelbine, ifosfamide, doxorubicin and oxaliplatin, which can be used as single agents or in combination [III, C]. Polychemotherapy is more active than monotherapy. In this context treatment choice should be based on previous treatments and the expected toxicity. 
treatment of recurrent or metastatic disease

